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Monk Habits for Everyday People
"A rich and fascinating study of Tibetan monastic life, from an author who is not only a leading scholar
of Tibetan Buddhism, but who spent many years as a Buddhist monk."—Donald Lopez, author of
Prisoners of Shangri-La: Tibetan Buddhism and the West "Georges Dreyfus, extraordinary person and
writer, gives us crucial insights into the structure and practices of higher Tibetan education as well as his
own fascinating journey leading to his becoming the first Westerner to achieve the highest rank in
Tibetan education. This book both peals away myths and reveals the true depths of Tibetan techniques to
train the mind."—Jeffrey Hopkins, author of Emptiness in the Mind-Only School of Buddhism "A
remarkable tour de force. Georges Dreyfus merges personal memoir and outstanding scholarship to draw
us into the intellectual life of the Tibetan monastic college, and in so doing he transforms forever our
understanding of education and the cultivation of reason in traditional and pre-modern societies. If you
read no other book on Tibetan Buddhism, immerse yourself in this one and applaud."—Matthew T.
Kapstein, author of The Tibetan Assimilation of Buddhism

A Monk's Guide to Happiness
'Thubten is a very generous and kind monk who writes with the lived honesty and humour of someone
who has experienced the wisdom he shares. His writing is full of inspiration but also the pragmatism
needed to form a sustainable practice. He clearly illustrates why we all need meditation and mindfulness
in our lives.'- Benedict Cumberbatch We all go through hard times. We can experience moments when
life feels like an uphill struggle, leading to unhappiness and stress. Perhaps we are feeling sad, anxious,
or are challenged to deal with something bigger, such as a bereavement, a loss, a painful ending or a
broken heart. It is during these moments when life feels difficult that we could do with some help with
our thoughts and feelings. In HANDBOOK FOR HARD TIMES Sunday Times bestselling author of A
Monk's Guide to Happiness Gelong Thubten teaches us to understand that happiness, kindness and
resilience can be cultivated through reframing life's difficulties as opportunities for transformation.
Meditation and mindfulness practices help us to access deep reserves of inner strength as we learn how
to 'lean into' our suffering. Thubten suggests how we can find meaning in pain and discomfort,
transforming deeply ingrained patterns of fear and resistance. As we discover how hard times can
enhance the development of mindfulness, compassion and forgiveness, we can develop a fearless
outlook on life and lasting, unshakeable happiness. This approachable and practical book, complete with
meditations, is designed for modern times, and will be a valuable resource to anyone during times of
struggle, but also during all times to encourage and build resilience and help us find inner contentment
and peace.
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Living Buddhas
August Turak is a successful entrepreneur, corporate executive, and award-winning author who
attributes much of his success to living and working alongside the Trappist monks of Mepkin Abbey for
seventeen years. As a frequent monastic guest, he learned firsthand from the monks as they grew an
incredibly successful portfolio of businesses. Service and selflessness are at the heart of the 1,500-yearold monastic tradition's remarkable business success. It is an ancient though immensely relevant
economic model that preserves what is positive and productive about capitalism while transcending its
ethical limitations and internal contradictions. Combining vivid case studies from his thirty-year
business career with intimate portraits of the monks at work, Turak shows how Trappist principles can
be successfully applied to a variety of secular business settings and to our personal lives as well. He
demonstrates that monks and people like Warren Buffett are wildly successful not despite their high
principles but because of them. Turak also introduces other "transformational organizations" that share
the crucial monastic business strategies so critical for success.

A Monk Swimming
For centuries, the monks of Mount Athos have enjoyed long lives, healthy bodies and calm minds thanks
to their unique diet and lifestyle. Now you too can discover the secrets of good nutrition from this
ancient community in a remarkable new diet book. In The Mount Athos Diet, you'll follow the
intermittent diet that keeps the monks slim, youthful and largely free from disease. The diet is made up
of three easy-to-follow patterns throughout the week: - Three fasting days full of delicious fruits and
vegetables from nature's larder - Three moderation days to enjoy the best of the Mediterranean,
including olive oil, fish and even red wine - One feast day to completely indulge in whichever foods you
like With a simple diet plan, recipes, menu planners and tips on how to adapt the diet, plus guidance on
exercise, meditation and emotional wellbeing, The Mount Athos Diet promises to transform your body
and mind to help you lose weight, feel fitter and live longer.

The Rule of Saint Benedict
Living with the Royal Academy directs attention to the textures of artists' relationships with the Royal
Academy in late-eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century Britain. This essay collection considers the
Academy as a lived organism, one whose most effective role was as a reference point around which
artists operated in their relationships with each other and with artistic practice itself.

The Book of Longings
"I am Ana. I was the wife of Jesus." So begins the new novel from the number one New York Times
bestselling author of The Secret Life of Bees and The Invention of Wings, an extraordinary story set in
the first century about a woman who finds her voice and her destiny in a time of great despair and great
hope. In her fourth work of fiction, Sue Monk Kidd brings her acclaimed narrative gifts to imagine the
story of a young woman named Ana. Raised in a wealthy family in Sepphoris with ties to the ruler of
Galilee, she is rebellious and ambitious, a relentless seeker with a brilliant, curious mind and a daring
spirit. She yearns for a pursuit worthy of her life, but finds no outlet for her considerable talents. Defying
the expectations placed on women, she engages in furtive scholarly pursuits and writes secret narratives
about neglected and silenced women. When she meets the eighteen-year-old Jesus, each is drawn to and
enriched by the other's spiritual and philosophical ideas. He becomes a floodgate for her intellect, but
also the awakener of her heart. Their marriage unfolds with love and conflict, humor and pathos in
Nazareth, where Ana makes a home with Jesus, his brothers, James and Simon, and their mother, Mary.
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Here, Ana's pent-up longings intensify amid the turbulent resistance to the Roman occupation of Israel,
partially led by her charismatic adopted brother, Judas. She is sustained by her indomitable aunt Yaltha,
who is searching for her long-lost daughter, as well as by other women, including her friend Tabitha,
who is sold into slavery after she was raped, and Phasaelis, the shrewd wife of Herod Antipas. Ana's
impetuous streak occasionally invites danger. When one such foray forces her to flee Nazareth for her
safety shortly before Jesus's public ministry begins, she makes her way with Yaltha to Alexandria, where
she eventually finds refuge and purpose in unexpected surroundings. Grounded in meticulous historical
research and written with a reverential approach to Jesus's life that focuses on his humanity, The Book of
Longings is an inspiring account of one woman's bold struggle to realize the passion and potential inside
her, while living in a time, place, and culture devised to silence her.

Spirituality: An Art of Living
Take the wheel of your life with monastic wisdom teachings from a surprisingly modern source. “There
is a traffic jam within our minds. That traffic jam is stopping each one of us from reaching our true
potential. Imagine if we knew how to clear this disruption. No fumes of insecurity causing us to cough,
no one honking at us, distracting us from what’s important, and plenty of fuel to sustain us so that we
can live a life worth living.” —Gaur Gopal Das What can a member of a Mumbai ashram offer the
modern world? As it turns out, quite a bit. In The Way of the Monk, Gaur Gopal Das reveals that
contemporary monastic life is far from our dour, isolated conception of it—and still has keen insights to
share. Das presents a guide to navigating some of life’s most fundamental questions. How can we
achieve peace when the world is so full of noise and conflict? How do we learn to let go of attachment
when consumer culture constantly tells us that we are unfulfilled? How can we embody love when our
interactions with others are so fraught with old wounds and misunderstanding? Das writes from the
perspective of a trusted friend, weaving tales he’s encountered over the years into a single, overarching
teaching story. Here, you will learn: Why the keys to life’s central challenges have been known for
thousands of years The four “wheels” of behavior that support health, balance, and satisfaction How to
stop and appreciate life’s most beautiful aspects The value of surrendering to the form of the moment
The many ways of honoring and connecting with the divine Why service and selflessness are at the heart
of a fulfilled life The Way of the Monk is a both an ideal starting point and guide to the spiritual path,
teaching fundamental skills of mindfulness, self-inquiry, positive communication, and more.

The Autobiography of a Tibetan Monk
The bestselling authors of "How to Be Your Dog's Best Friend" show how their strong connections with
dogs and the natural world stem from the principles of monastic life. The elements of a monk's life -self-discipline, solitude, prayer, acts of love and forgiveness -- are pathways that anyone can follow to
achieve true happiness and spiritual fulfillment.

The Urban Monk
Teaches the Zen practice of mindfulness, the act of keeping one's consciousness alive to one's
experiences, and offers methods for continuing the quest for spiritual fulfillment amid daily modern life

Living with a SEAL
Northern Japan is home to an ancient, esoteric tradition of self-mummifying Buddhist monks, little
known to the outside world. Long after death, these ascetics continue to be revered as Living Buddhas.
This first English-language work on the subject recounts the process by which these monks starve
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themselves for a decade, bury themselves alive with only a small breathing tube, and meditate until
death. After three years, the mummified body is exhumed and displayed. The biographies of various
monks are presented within, as is an examination of the religious beliefs involved, an amalgamation of
three distinct religious traditions. Also explored is the role of asceticism in religion, and beliefs about
life and death shared by the Buddhist sects involved in self-mummification.

Living with the Royal Academy
Where Does the Search for Truth Lead? When Tenzin Lahkpa is fifteen years old, his parents give him
over to a local temple in Tibet as an offering. Unable to change his fate, he wholeheartedly embraces his
life as a monk and begins a quest for full enlightenment through the teachings of Buddhism. From his
local monastery to the famed Potala Palace in Lhasa, Tibet, he learns deep mysteries of Tibetan
Buddhism. Yearning to study with the current Dalai Lama, he eventually escapes from China by means
of an excruciating, two-thousand-mile, secret trek over the Himalayas—barefoot, with no extra gear,
changes of clothing, or money. His dream is realized when he finally sits under the Dalai Lama himself.
But his desire to go deeper only grows, leading him to unexpected conclusions…. Follow the fascinating,
never-before-told, true story of what causes a highly dedicated Tibetan Buddhist monk to make the
radical decision to walk away from the teachings of Buddha and leave his monastery to follow Jesus
Christ. Discover the reasons other monks want him dead before he can share his story with others.
Leaving Buddha dares to expose the mysterious world of Tibetan Buddhism, with its layered teachings,
intricate practices—and troubling secrets. Ultimately, it tells a moving story about the search for truth, the
path of enlightenment, and how no one is beyond the reach of a loving God. This gripping narrative will
resonate with people from all backgrounds and nations.

Handbook for Hard Times
A Guide to Meditation and Mindfulness for the Modern Day In our never-ending search for happiness
we often find ourselves looking to external things for fulfillment, thinking that happiness can be
unlocked by buying a bigger house, getting the next promotion, or building a perfect family. In this
profound and inspiring book, Gelong Thubten shares a practical and sustainable approach to happiness.
Thubten, a Buddhist monk and meditation expert who has worked with everyone from school kids to
Silicon Valley entrepreneurs and Benedict Cumberbatch, explains how meditation and mindfulness can
create a direct path to happiness. A Monk’s Guide to Happiness explores the nature of happiness and
helps bust the myth that our lives and minds are too busy for meditation. The book can show you how
to: - Learn practical methods to help you choose happiness - Develop greater compassion for yourself
and others - Learn to meditate in micro-moments during a busy day - Discover that you are naturally
‘hard-wired’ for happiness Reading A Monk’s Guide to Happiness could revolutionize your relationship
with your thoughts and emotions, and help you create a life of true happiness and contentment.

Let Dogs Be Dogs
"Does for mental clutter what Marie Kondo has done for household clutter." --Publishers Weekly Relax
and find happiness amid the swirl of the modern world with this internationally bestselling guide to
simplifying your life by a Japanese monk who embodies the wisdom of Zen. In clear, practical, easily
adopted lessons--one a day for 100 days--renowned Buddhist monk Shunmyo Masuno draws on
centuries of wisdom to teach you to Zen your life. Discover how . . . * lining up your shoes after you
take them off can bring order to your mind; * joining your hands together in gassho can soothe irritation
and conflict; * putting down your fork after every bite can help you feel more grateful for what you
have; * understanding the concept of ichi-go ichi-e can make everyday interactions more meaningful; *
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immersing yourself in zazen can sweep the clutter from your mind; * planting a flower and watching it
grow can teach you to embrace change; * practicing chisoku can help you feel more fulfilled; * going
outside to watch the sunset can make every day feel celebratory. A minimalist line drawing appears
opposite each lesson on an otherwise blank page, giving you an opportunity to relax with a deep breath
between lessons. With each daily practice, you will learn to find happiness not by seeking out
extraordinary experiences but by making small changes to your life, opening yourself up to a renewed
sense of peace and inner calm.

Living with the Monks
Crazy Ji: Chinese Religion and Popular Literatureis the first study in any language of one of the most
colorful deities in the pantheon of late imperial and modern China: Sire Ji-or, as he is better known,
Crazy Ji. The author uses the evolution of the cult of this eccentric deity to address central questions
regarding the nature of the Chinese religion tradition, its relation to the Chinese social structure, and the
role of vernacular fiction and popular media in shaping religious beliefs in China. Meir Shara
demonstrates that vernacular novels and oral literature played a major role in the dissemination of
knowledge about deities and the growth of cults and argues that the body of religious beliefs and
practices we call "Chinese religion" is inseparable from the works of fiction and drama that have served
as vehicles for its transmission. His analysis of the cult of Crazy Ji shows that far from being, as is often
argued, a mirror of the Chinese bereaucratic order, Chinese religion offers a means of liberation from it.
Finally, this study of the cult of Crzy Ji illustrates how lay believers influenced the practices of
organized religion (in this case, monastic Buddhism). This study employs the analytical concepts of
anthropology and literary criticism and is based on literary, historical, and ethnographic sources ranging
from oral literature, vernacular novels, puppet plays, television serials, movies, local gazetteers, to
monastic histories.

In Love with the World
Palden Gyatso was born in a Tibetan village in 1933 and became an ordained Buddhist monk at 18 — just
as Tibet was in the midst of political upheaval. When Communist China invaded Tibet in 1950, it
embarked on a program of “reform” that would eventually affect all of Tibet’s citizens and nearly
decimate its ancient culture. In 1967, the Chinese destroyed monasteries across Tibet and forced
thousands of monks into labor camps and prisons. Gyatso spent the next 25 years of his life enduring
interrogation and torture simply for the strength of his beliefs. Palden Gyatso’s story bears witness to the
resilience of the human spirit, and to the strength of Tibet’s proud civilization, faced with cultural
genocide.

Business Secrets of the Trappist Monks
Recounts the author's experiences during forty days spent at Thich Nhat Hanh's Bordeaux retreat in
France where she sought peace and perspective following the death of her father.

In the Spirit of Happiness
Entrepreneur Jesse Itzler chronicles his month of living and extreme fitness training with a Navy SEAL
in the New York Times and #1 LA Times bestseller LIVING WITH A SEAL, now with two bonus
chapters. Entrepreneur Jesse Itzler will try almost anything. His life is about being bold and risky. So
when Jesse felt himself drifting on autopilot, he hired a rather unconventional trainer to live with him for
a month-an accomplished Navy SEAL widely considered to be "the toughest man on the planet"!
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LIVING WITH A SEAL is like a buddy movie if it starred the Fresh Prince of Bel- Airand Rambo. Jesse
is about as easy-going as you can get. SEAL isnot. Jesse and SEAL's escapades soon produce a great
friendship, and Jesse gains much more than muscle. At turns hilarious and inspiring, LIVING WITH A
SEAL ultimately shows you the benefits of stepping out of your comfort zone.

The Sound of Two Hands Clapping
Monastic life and its counter-cultural wisdom come alive in the stories and lessons of Br. Paul Quenon,
O.C.S.O., during his more than five decades as a Trappist at the Abbey of Gethsemani. He served as a
novice under Thomas Merton and he also welcomed some of the monastery's more well-known visitors,
including Sr. Helen Prejean and Seamus Heaney, to Merton's hermitage. In Praise of the Useless Life
includes Quenon's quiet reflections on what it means to live each day with careful attentiveness. The
humble peace and simplicity of the monastery and of Quenon's daily life are beautifully portrayed in this
memoir. Whether it be through the daily routine of the monastery, his love of the outdoors no matter the
season, or his lively and interesting conversations with visitors (reciting Emily Dickinson with Pico Iyer,
discussing Merton and poetry with Czeslaw Milosz), Quenon's gentle musings display his love for the
beauty in his vocation and the people he’s encountered along the way. Inspired by his novice master
Merton, the poet and photographer’s stories remind us that the beauty of life can best be seen in the
"uselessness" of daily life—having a quiet chat with a friend, spending time in contemplation—in our
vocations, and in the memories we make along the way.

The Art of Simple Living
America's foremost authorities on dog care and training distill decades of experience in a comprehensive
"foundational" guide for dog owners. No matter what training method or techniques you use with your
dog, the training is unlikely to be optimally successful unless it is predicated on an understanding of the
dog's true nature. Dogs need food, water, exercise and play, rest, veterinary care--the basics. But since
dogs naturally want to be led, they also need focused and compassionate guidance. Through abundant
stories and case studies, the authors reveal how canine nature manifests itself in various behaviors, some
potentially disruptive to domestic accord, and show how in addressing these behaviors you can
strengthen the bond with your dog as well as keep the peace. The promise of this book is that, especially
in an ever-accelerating world filled with digital distractions, you can learn from your dog's example how
to live in the moment, thereby enriching your life immeasurably.

Report from Calabria
Equal parts memoir and road map to living a less stressful and more vibrant life, bestselling author Jesse
Itzler offers an illuminating, entertaining, and unexpected trip for anyone looking to feel calmer and
more controlled in our crazy, hectic world. Entrepreneur, endurance athlete, and father of four Jesse
Itzler only knows one speed: Full Blast. But when he felt like the world around him was getting too
hectic, he didn't take a vacation or get a massage. Instead, Jesse moved into a monastery for a selfimposed time-out. In Living with the Monks, the follow-up to his New York Times bestselling Living
with a SEAL, Jesse takes us on a spiritual journey like no other. Having only been exposed to
monasteries on TV, Jesse arrives at the New Skete religious community in the isolated mountains of
upstate New York with a shaved head and a suitcase filled with bananas. To his surprise, New Skete
monks have most of their hair. They're Russian Orthodox, not Buddhist, and they're also worldrenowned German shepherd breeders and authors of dog-training books that have sold in the millions.
As Jesse struggles to fit in amongst the odd but lovable monks, self-doubt begins to beat like a tribal
drum. Questioning his motivation to embark on this adventure and missing his family (and phone), Jesse
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struggles to balance his desire for inner peace with his need to check Twitter. But in the end, Jesse
discovers the undeniable power of the monks and their wisdom, and the very real benefits of taking a
well-deserved break as a means of self-preservation in our fast-paced world.

Thelonious Monk
In Praise of the Useless Life
In Finding Sanctuary Abbot Christopher Jamison, host of the BBC television series The Monastery,
suggests the teachings of St. Benedict are a tool for everyday life for those who are religious and for
those simply searching for spiritual guidance. The Monastery involved five non-monks living the
monastic life for forty days while TV cameras tracked their progress. The sight of monks responding
thoughtfully and helpfully to ordinary people's struggles was a surprise to millions of viewers who had
presumed that monks were out of touch." St. Benedict wrote his Rule for monastic living 500 years ago
when he was abbot of Monte Cassino, the monastery that sits atop an inspiring Mountain to the East of
Rome. The name, "The Rule of St. Benedict," often misleads people into thinking that Benedict wrote "a
book of rules." In fact, he wrote insights for Christian living with practical suggestions for daily practice.
The insights still guide people today and many of the rules have been adapted to local conditions as
Benedict requested. In every generation monastics integrate modern realities and the wisdom of the Rule
in a new fusion. That fusion is the spiritual energy enabling monasteries to be places of sanctuary today
as they have been for centuries. And that sanctuary can be recreated in the hearts of people of God's will.
This book explains how St. Benedict's wisdom can be applied to busy modern lives, and how sanctuary,
peace, and insi' can be achieved by people living inside and outside of monasteries.

The Monk Within
Spirituality: An Art of Living was born out of a generous impulse: to pass on lessons from the monastic
tradition to lay people so as to help them achieve a more ardent and fulfilling spiritual life. In this book,
Benedictine monk, teacher, and scholar Benoît Standaert provides ninety-nine entries covering topics
like abba, humility, listening and time. The entries are divided in twenty-six chapters according to the
letters of the alphabet. A perfect book for all spiritual seekers to sit with and enjoy again and again.

Leaving Buddha
The Monk Within is written for the person seeking a deeper, contemplative orientation to daily life.
Yearning for inner realization of divine wisdom, this "new monk" draws on four interlocking themes:
embodied spirituality; the mystical path of the feminine; the archetype of the monk; and the
interdependence of the world's wisdom traditions.

The Monk and the Philosopher
A comprehensive profile of the enigmatic jazz pianist and composer offers insight into his origins, his
early musical career, and the mid-twentieth-century cultural upheavals that shaped his personal and
creative life.

Think Like a Monk
Equal parts memoir and road map to living a less stressful and more vibrant life, bestselling author Jesse
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Itzler offers an illuminating, entertaining, and unexpected trip for anyone looking to feel calmer and
more controlled in our crazy, hectic world. Entrepreneur, endurance athlete, and father of four Jesse
Itzler only knows one speed: Full Blast. But when he felt like the world around him was getting too
hectic, he didn't take a vacation or get a massage. Instead, Jesse moved into a monastery for a selfimposed time-out. In Living with the Monks, the follow-up to his New York Times bestselling Living
with a SEAL, Jesse takes us on a spiritual journey like no other. Having only been exposed to
monasteries on TV, Jesse arrives at the New Skete religious community in the isolated mountains of
upstate New York with a shaved head and a suitcase filled with bananas. To his surprise, New Skete
monks have most of their hair. They're Russian Orthodox, not Buddhist, and they're also worldrenowned German shepherd breeders and authors of dog-training books that have sold in the millions.
As Jesse struggles to fit in amongst the odd but lovable monks, self-doubt begins to beat like a tribal
drum. Questioning his motivation to embark on this adventure and missing his family (and phone), Jesse
struggles to balance his desire for inner peace with his need to check Twitter. But in the end, Jesse
discovers the undeniable power of the monks and their wisdom, and the very real benefits of taking a
well-deserved break as a means of self-preservation in our fast-paced world.

Living with the Monks
A rare, intimate account of a world-renowned Buddhist monk's near-death experience and the lifechanging wisdom he gained from it "One of the most inspiring books I have ever read."--Pema Chödrön,
author of When Things Fall Apart "This book has the potential to change the reader's life
forever."--George Saunders, author of Lincoln in the Bardo At thirty-six years old, Yongey Mingyur
Rinpoche was a rising star within his generation of Tibetan masters and the respected abbot of three
monasteries. Then one night, telling no one, he slipped out of his monastery in India with the intention
of spending the next four years on a wandering retreat, following the ancient practice of holy
mendicants. His goal was to throw off his titles and roles in order to explore the deepest aspects of his
being. He immediately discovered that a lifetime of Buddhist education and practice had not prepared
him to deal with dirty fellow travelers or the screeching of a railway car. He found he was too attached
to his identity as a monk to remove his robes right away or to sleep on the Varanasi station floor, and
instead paid for a bed in a cheap hostel. But when he ran out of money, he began his life as an itinerant
beggar in earnest. Soon he became deathly ill from food poisoning--and his journey took a startling turn.
His meditation practice had prepared him to face death, and now he had the opportunity to test the
strength of his training. In this powerful and unusually candid account of the inner life of a Buddhist
master, Yongey Mingyur Rinpoche offers us the invaluable lessons he learned from his near-death
experience. By sharing with readers the meditation practices that sustain him, he shows us how we can
transform our fear of dying into joyful living. Praise for In Love with the World "Vivid, compelling . . .
This book is a rarity in spiritual literature: Reading the intimate story of this wise and devoted Buddhist
monk directly infuses our own transformational journey with fresh meaning, luminosity, and life."--Tara
Brach, author of Radical Acceptance and True Refuge "In Love with the World is a magnificent
story--moving and inspiring, profound and utterly human. It will certainly be a dharma classic."--Jack
Kornfield, author of A Path with Heart "This book makes me think enlightenment is possible."--Russell
Brand

My Year of Dirt and Water
Little known fact: Buddhist Monks are amazing at cleaning and tidying. In this one-of-a-kind guide to
cleaning your home, Buddhist monk Shoukei Matsumoto reveals how to make your home as spotless as
it is tranquil and peaceful. For Buddhist monks cleaning well is a cardinal skill and, in A Monk's Guide
to a Clean House and Mind, readers will discover their never-before-shared cleaning pro tips. In the Zen
Buddhist tradition, true enlightenment is impossible if your home has even a speck of dust and, as such,
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Buddhist monks have much to teach us lay people about achieving a truly Zen clean. A Monk's Guide to
a Clean House and Mind features charming illustrations and step-by-step instructions on such essential
household cleansing tips as: * First, Air It Out: Before cleaning anything Monk's first open the temple
windows to purify the air and let the crisp morning breeze in. * Don't Procrastinate: 'Zengosaidan ' is a
Zen expression meaning that one should put all their efforts into each day so they have no regrets. In the
context of cleaning, this means don't put off cleaning those dishes you've left in the sink. * Remember to
Put On Your Samue: Samue robes are worn by Japanese monks when they perform their daily duties of
cleaning and looking after the temple. Easy to move in and to wash and care for, they are the perfect
cleaning attire. From cleaning up everything from your kitchen sink, toilet, and that pile of unidentified
stuff in the corner of your garage to your mind, body, and spirit, this book will guide you in creating a
home environment that will calm your thoughts and nourish your soul.

Living with the Monks
In this New York Times bestseller, you will discover how the calmness of Zen masters can help you stop
time, refuel, and focus on the things that really matter. Our world is an overwhelming place. Each day’s
commitments to career and family take everything we’ve got, and we struggle to focus on our health,
relationships, and purpose in life. Technology brings endless information to our fingertips, but the one
thing we really want—a sense of satisfaction and contentment—remains out of reach. Pedram Shojai is here
to change all of that. With practice, you can stop time, refuel, and focus on the things that really matter,
even among the chaos that constantly surrounds us. His no-nonsense life mastery program brings
together clear tools to elevate your existence. He guides you in learning to honor the body and mind,
discharge stuck energy, and shake free from toxicity and excess stress. The world needs you to step up
and live your life to the fullest. Pedram Shojai is the Urban Monk who can show you how to drink from
infinity, find peace and prosperity, and thrive.

Finding Sanctuary
Devoted to silence, prayer, and austere simplicity, the Carthusian monks guard their solitude jealously
and rarely allow visitors to live with them. The author of this book, however, was privileged to spend
four months with the Carthusian community in Calabria, Italy, the resting place of the founder of their
order, Saint Bruno. The American priest followed the daily regimen of the monks and wrote to family
and friends in order to share his experiences and insights. His engaging and informative letters are
presented in this book along with professional four-color photographs provided by the monastery.
Report from Calabria describes and illustrates the distinctive features of the Carthusian way of life as
they were encountered by the author. Historical background and excerpts from the writings of Saint
Bruno round out the priest's experiences. The contemplative vocation-bracing and yet deeply humancomes alive in this vivid account of very little happening yet a lot going on.

Peace is Every Step
A Monk's Guide to a Clean House and Mind
The title is derived from the young Malachy's mishearing of the words amongst women in the Hail
Mary. Here, he tells the story of his hell-raising days when he left Ireland and went in search of fame,
fortune and fun in New York.

The Words We Live By
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Equal parts memoir and road map to living a less stressful and more vibrant life, bestselling author Jesse
Itzler offers an illuminating, entertaining, and unexpected trip for anyone looking to feel calmer and
more controlled in our crazy, hectic world. Entrepreneur, endurance athlete, and father of four Jesse
Itzler only knows one speed: Full Blast. But when he felt like the world around him was getting too
hectic, he didn't take a vacation or get a massage. Instead, Jesse moved into a monastery for a selfimposed time-out. In Living with the Monks, the follow-up to his New York Times bestselling Living
with a SEAL, Jesse takes us on a spiritual journey like no other. Having only been exposed to
monasteries on TV, Jesse arrives at the New Skete religious community in the isolated mountains of
upstate New York with a shaved head and a suitcase filled with bananas. To his surprise, New Skete
monks have most of their hair. They're Russian Orthodox, not Buddhist, and they're also worldrenowned German shepherd breeders and authors of dog-training books that have sold in the millions.
As Jesse struggles to fit in amongst the odd but lovable monks, self-doubt begins to beat like a tribal
drum. Questioning his motivation to embark on this adventure and missing his family (and phone), Jesse
struggles to balance his desire for inner peace with his need to check Twitter. But in the end, Jesse
discovers the undeniable power of the monks and their wisdom, and the very real benefits of taking a
well-deserved break as a means of self-preservation in our fast-paced world.

The Monk's Cell
In their zeal for reform, early Protestant leaders tended to throw out Saint Benedict with the holy water.
That is a mistake, writes Dennis Okholm, in Monk Habits for Everyday People. While on retreat in a
Benedictine abbey, the author, a professor who was raised as a Pentecostal and a Baptist, observed how
the meditative and ordered life of a monk lifted Jesus' teachings off the printed page and put them into
daily practice. Vital aspects of devotion, humility, obedience, hospitality, and evangelism took on new
clarity and meaning. Paralleling that experience, Okholm guides the reader on a focused and instructive
journey that can revitalize the devotional life of any Christian who wants to slow down and dig deeper.

The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari
Jay Shetty, social media superstar and host of the #1 podcast On Purpose, distills the timeless wisdom he
learned as a monk into practical steps anyone can take every day to live a less anxious, more meaningful
life. When you think like a monk, you’ll understand: -How to overcome negativity -How to stop
overthinking -Why comparison kills love -How to use your fear -Why you can’t find happiness by
looking for it -How to learn from everyone you meet -Why you are not your thoughts -How to find your
purpose -Why kindness is crucial to success -And much more Shetty grew up in a family where you
could become one of three things—a doctor, a lawyer, or a failure. His family was convinced he had
chosen option three: instead of attending his college graduation ceremony, he headed to India to become
a monk, to meditate every day for four to eight hours, and devote his life to helping others. After three
years, one of his teachers told him that he would have more impact on the world if he left the monk’s
path to share his experience and wisdom with others. Heavily in debt, and with no recognizable skills on
his résumé, he moved back home in north London with his parents. Shetty reconnected with old school
friends—many working for some of the world’s largest corporations—who were experiencing tremendous
stress, pressure, and unhappiness, and they invited Shetty to coach them on well-being, purpose, and
mindfulness. Since then, Shetty has become one of the world’s most popular influencers. In 2017, he
was named in the Forbes magazine 30-under-30 for being a game-changer in the world of media. In
2018, he had the #1 video on Facebook with over 360 million views. His social media following totals
over 38 million, he has produced over 400 viral videos which have amassed more than 8 billion views,
and his podcast, On Purpose, is consistently ranked the world’s #1 Health and Wellness podcast. In this
inspiring, empowering book, Shetty draws on his time as a monk to show us how we can clear the
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roadblocks to our potential and power. Combining ancient wisdom and his own rich experiences in the
ashram, Think Like a Monk reveals how to overcome negative thoughts and habits, and access the calm
and purpose that lie within all of us. He transforms abstract lessons into advice and exercises we can all
apply to reduce stress, improve relationships, and give the gifts we find in ourselves to the world. Shetty
proves that everyone can—and should—think like a monk.

The Mount Athos Diet
In February 2004, when her American husband, a recently ordained Zen monk, leaves home to train for
a year at a centuries-old Buddhist monastery, Tracy Franz embarks on her own year of Zen. An Alaskan
alone—and lonely—in Japan, she begins to pay attention. My Year of Dirt and Water is a record of that
journey. Allowed only occasional and formal visits to see her cloistered husband, Tracy teaches English,
studies Japanese, and devotes herself to making pottery. Her teacher instructs her to turn cup after
cup—creating one failure after another. Past and present, East and West intertwine as Tracy is twice
compelled to return home to Alaska to confront her mother’s newly diagnosed cancer and the ghosts of a
devastating childhood. Revolving through the days, My Year of Dirt and Water circles hard questions:
What is love? What is art? What is practice? What do we do with the burden of suffering? The answers
are formed and then unformed—a ceramic bowl born on the wheel and then returned again and again to
dirt and water.

The Monks and Me
THE WORDS WE LIVE BY takes an entertaining and informative look at America's most important
historical document, now with discussions on new rulings on hot button issues such as immigration, gay
marriage, gun control, and affirmative action. In THE WORDS WE LIVE BY, Linda Monk probes the
idea that the Constitution may seem to offer cut-and-dried answers to questions regarding personal
rights, but the interpretations of this hallowed document are nearly infinite. For example, in the debate
over gun control, does "the right of the people to bear arms" as stated in the Second Amendment pertain
to individual citizens or regulated militias? What do scholars say? Should the Internet be regulated and
censored, or does this impinge on the freedom of speech as defined in the First Amendment? These and
other issues vary depending on the interpretation of the Constitution. Through entertaining and
informative annotations, THE WORDS WE LIVE BY offers a new way of looking at the Constitution.
Its pages reflect a critical, respectful and appreciative look at one of history's greatest documents. THE
WORDS WE LIVE BY is filled with a rich and engaging historical perspective along with enough
surprises and fascinating facts and illustrations to prove that your Constitution is a living--and
entertaining--document. Updated now for the first time, THE WORDS WE LIVE BY continues to take
an entertaining and informative look at America's most important historical document, now with
discussions on new rulings on hot button issues such as immigration, gay marriage, and affirmative
action.

Advice for Future Corpses (and Those Who Love Them)
A NEW YORK TIMES BOOK CRITICS’ TOP 10 BOOK OF THE YEAR “In its loving, fierce
specificity, this book on how to die is also a blessedly saccharine-free guide for how to live” (The New
York Times). Former NEA fellow and Pushcart Prize-winning writer Sallie Tisdale offers a lyrical,
thought-provoking, yet practical perspective on death and dying in Advice for Future Corpses (and
Those Who Love Them). Informed by her many years working as a nurse, with more than a decade in
palliative care, Tisdale provides a frank, direct, and compassionate meditation on the inevitable. From
the sublime (the faint sound of Mozart as you take your last breath) to the ridiculous (lessons on how to
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close the sagging jaw of a corpse), Tisdale leads us through the peaks and troughs of death with a calm,
wise, and humorous hand. Advice for Future Corpses is more than a how-to manual or a spiritual bible:
it is a graceful compilation of honest and intimate anecdotes based on the deaths Tisdale has witnessed
in her work and life, as well as stories from cultures, traditions, and literature around the world. Tisdale
explores all the heartbreaking, beautiful, terrifying, confusing, absurd, and even joyful experiences that
accompany the work of dying, including: A Good Death: What does it mean to die “a good death”? Can
there be more than one kind of good death? What can I do to make my death, or the deaths of my loved
ones, good? Communication: What to say and not to say, what to ask, and when, from the dying, loved
ones, doctors, and more. Last Months, Weeks, Days, and Hours: What you might expect, physically and
emotionally, including the limitations, freedoms, pain, and joy of this unique time. Bodies: What
happens to a body after death? What options are available to me after my death, and how do I
choose—and make sure my wishes are followed? Grief: “Grief is the story that must be told over and
overGrief is the breath after the last one.” Beautifully written and compulsively readable, Advice for
Future Corpses offers the resources and reassurance that we all need for planning the ends of our lives,
and is essential reading for future corpses everywhere. “Sallie Tisdale’s elegantly understated new book
pretends to be a user’s guide when in fact it’s a profound meditation” (David Shields, bestselling author
of Reality Hunger).

The Way of the Monk
The call to contemplative Christianity is not an easy one. Those who answer it set themselves to the
arduous task of self-reformation through rigorous study and practice, learned through the teachings of
monks and nuns and the writings of ancient Christian mystics, often in isolation from family and friends.
Those who are dedicated can spend hours every day in meditation, prayer, liturgy, and study. Why do
they come? Indeed, how do they find their way to the door at all? Based on nearly four years of research
among semi-cloistered Christian monastics and a dispersed network of non-monastic Christian
contemplatives across the United States and around the globe, The Monk's Cell shows how religious
practitioners in both settings combined social action and intentional living with intellectual study and
intensive contemplative practices in an effort to modify their ways of knowing, sensing, and
experiencing the world. Organized by the metaphor of a seeker journeying towards the inner chambers
of a monastic chapel, The Monk's Cell uses innovative "intersubjective fieldwork" methods to study
these opaque, interiorized, often silent communities, in order to show how practices like solitude, chant,
contemplation, attention, and a paradoxical capacity to combine ritual with intentional "unknowing"
develop and hone a powerful sense of communion with the world.

Crazy Ji
Jean Francois-Revel, a pillar of French intellectual life in our time, became world famous for his
challenges to both Communism and Christianity. Twenty-seven years ago, his son, Matthieu Ricard,
gave up a promising career as a scientist to study Tibetan Buddhism -- not as a detached observer but by
immersing himself in its practice under the guidance of its greatest living masters. Meeting in an inn
overlooking Katmandu, these two profoundly thoughtful men explored the questions that have occupied
humankind throughout its history. Does life have meaning? What is consciousness? Is man free? What is
the value of scientific and material progress? Why is there suffering, war, and hatred? Their
conversation is not merely abstract: they ask each other questions about ethics, rights, and
responsibilities, about knowledge and belief, and they discuss frankly the differences in the way each
has tried to make sense of his life. Utterly absorbing, inspiring, and accessible, this remarkable dialogue
engages East with West, ideas with life, and science with the humanities, providing wisdom on how to
enrich the way we live our lives.
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